
Case Study: Trusted, unified security and visibility across Azure cloud  
 

Headquarter in Ahmedabad, an Indian Multinational Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare company is a 

leading manufacturer of generic drugs, healthcare & wellness products. 

The company has developed & hosted an application for their Medical Representatives (MR) on 

Microsoft Azure Cloud to make detailed product information available through endpoints, report time 

tracking, manage & plan master details like doctors, chemists, stockists etc. all in one place. 

Challenge 

After adopting Microsoft Azure Cloud Platform, customer wanted to optimise its security control and 

insight, with minimal management and without additional risks.  

As industry see some very creative attacks in recent times, staying ahead protecting company’s 

intellectual property becomes a priority.  

Customer decided to deploy & integrate security services platform to protect Azure virtual machines 

– guest OS, applications and data, against malware attacks, zero-day vulnerabilities, and data 

breaches.  

Solutions 

Silver Touch cyber security experts deployed and integrate a best-in-class solution: Trend Micro 

CloudOne Workload Protection.  

Trend Micro CloudOne cloud security platform enabled intrusion prevention, virtual patching, 

integrity monitoring, log inspection, and malware prevention for all the application workloads running 

on Azure. 

Workload Security delivers timely protection from attacks by leveraging the latest in global threat 

intelligence. Global threat intelligence continuously update, correlate, monitor billions of malicious 

URLs, emails, files, to stop malware, ransomware, vulnerabilities.  

Trend Micro global research centres delivers 24by7 threat prevention & automatic protection against 

known & unknown threat for cloud.  

Results 

The choice of Workload Security for Azure met customer’s requirements of meting good antivirus and 

antimalware protection with intrusion prevention and virtual patching, with minimal management 

efforts. 

As Trend Micro Cloud One is “as-a-service” solution, customer can always scale their security with 

Azure workloads needs, adjust their own policies and guarantees continues protection for now and in 

the future.  
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